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GOOGLE	FLU	TRENDS
The	promise	of	big	data	in	public	health



Detecting influenza epidemics using search engine query data 4

Harnessing the collective intelligence of millions of users, 
Google web search logs can provide one of the most timely, 
broad reaching influenza monitoring systems available today. 
While traditional systems require 1-2 weeks to gather and 
process surveillance data, our estimates are current each 
day. As with other syndromic surveillance systems, the data 
are most useful as a means to spur further investigation and 
collection of direct measures of disease activity.

This system will be used to track the spread of influenza-
like illness throughout the 2008-2009 influenza season 
in the United States. Results are freely available online at 
http://www.google.org/flutrends.

Methods

Privacy. At Google, we recognize that privacy is important. 
None of the queries in our project’s database can be 
associated with a particular individual. Our project’s database 
retains no information about the identity, IP address, or 
specific physical location of any user. Furthermore, any 
original web search logs older than 9 months are being 
anonymized in accordance with Google’s Privacy Policy 
(http://www.google.com/privacypolicy.html).

Search query database. For the purposes of our database, a 
search query is a complete, exact sequence of terms issued by 
a Google search user; we don’t combine linguistic variations, 
synonyms, cross-language translations, misspellings, or 
subsequences, though we hope to explore these options 
in future work. For example, we tallied the search query 

“indications of flu” separately from the search queries “flu 
indications” and “indications of the flu”.

Our database of queries contains 50 million of the most 
common search queries on all possible topics, without pre-
filtering. Billions of queries occurred infrequently and were 
excluded. Using the internet protocol (IP) address associated 
with each search query, the general physical location from 
which the query originated can often be identified, including 
the nearest major city if within the United States.

Model data. In the query selection process, we fit per-query 
models using all weeks between September 28, 2003 and 
March 11, 2007 (inclusive) for which CDC reported a non-zero 
ILI percentage, yielding 128 training points for each region 
(each week is one data point). 42 additional weeks of data 
(March 18, 2007 through May 11, 2008) were reserved for final 
validation. Search query data before 2003 was not available 
for this project.

Automated query selection process. Using linear regression 
with 4-fold cross validation, we fit models to four 96-point 
subsets of the 128 points in each region. Each per-query 
model was validated by measuring the correlation between 
the model’s estimates for the 32 held-out points and CDC’s 
reported regional ILI percentage at those points. Temporal 

lags were considered, but ultimately not used in our modeling 
process.

Each candidate search query was evaluated nine times, once 
per region, using the search data originating from a particular 
region to explain the ILI percentage in that region. With four 
cross-validation folds per region, we obtained 36 different 
correlations between the candidate model’s estimates and 
the observed ILI percentages. To combine these into a single 
measure of the candidate query’s performance, we applied 
the Fisher Z-transformation13 to each correlation, and took the 
mean of the 36 Z-transformed correlations.

Computation and pre-filtering. In total, we fit 450 million 
different models to test each of the candidate queries. We 
used a distributed computing framework14 to efficiently 
divide the work among hundreds of machines. The amount 
of computation required could have been reduced by making 
assumptions about which queries might be correlated with 
ILI. For example, we could have attempted to eliminate 
non-influenza-related queries before fitting any models. 
However, we were concerned that aggressive filtering might 
accidentally eliminate valuable data. Furthermore, if the 
highest-scoring queries seemed entirely unrelated to influenza, 
it would provide evidence that our query selection approach 
was invalid.

Constructing the ILI-related query fraction. We concluded 
the query selection process by choosing to keep the 
search queries whose models obtained the highest mean 

Figure 3: ILI percentages estimated by our model (black) and provided by 
CDC (red) in the Mid-Atlantic region, showing data available at four points 
in the 2007-2008 influenza season. During week 5, we detected a sharply 
increasing ILI percentage in the Mid-Atlantic region; similarly, on March 3, our 
model indicated that the peak ILI percentage had been reached during week 
8, with sharp declines in weeks 9 and 10. Both results were later confirmed by 
CDC ILI data.
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Very	promising	retrospective	comparison!

In	April	2009,	Dr.	Brilliant	said	it	epitomized	the	power	of	Google’s	vaunted	
engineering	prowess	to	make	the	world	a	better	place,	and	he	predicted	that	it	would	
save	untold	numbers	of	lives.	



Google	Flu	Trends
launched	in	November	2008



Plot	obtained	from:
http://blog.keithw.org/2013/02/q-how-accurate-is-google-flu-trends.html

Real-time	performance,	first	year…

Big	errors	seen	during	H1N1	pandemic	(off-season)	

Big	
discrepancy!

To	some	extent	GFT	was	good	at	predicting	seasons:	fall-winter,	not	flu!	



Plot	obtained	from:	http://blog.keithw.org/2013/02/q-how-accurate-is-google-flu-trends.html

What	next?	
need	to	remove	(not	useful)	search	terms

Training	data

Fixes	were	reported	in:	Cook	et	al.	(2011)	Assessing	Google	flu	trends	performance	in	the	U.S.	during	
the	2009	influenza	virus	A	(H1N1)	pandemic.	PLoS One	
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Plot	obtained	from:	http://blog.keithw.org/2013/02/q-how-accurate-is-google-flu-trends.html

What	next?	need	to	remove	(not	useful)	terms.			 Big	discrepancies	again!

Fixes	were	reported		in:	Cook	et	al.	(2011)	Assessing	Google	flu	trends	performance	in	the	U.S.	
during	the	2009	influenza	virus	A	(H1N1)	pandemic.	PLoS One	

Big	
discrepancy

again!



When	Google	got	flu	wrong.	

nature.com/news/when-google-got-flu-wrong.





Lessons	learned



Let’s	work	on	a	short	exercise	to	understand	
how	Google	Flu	Trends	used	to	work…



Supervised	machine	learning	examples:

Given	the	number	of	Google	searches	associated	to	the	term	“dengue”,	and	
given	the	number	of	confirmed	cases	of	dengue	in	Mexico	from	2004	to	2006	
(Training	period),	can	we	estimate	how	many	people	will	most	likely	get	
dengue	based	on	the	number	of	searches	during	the	subsequent	years?	

(Input) (Output)





Did	you	get	it	to	work?



Using Google searches to track diseases statically

begin

%% Load data %%
CDC=load(CDC ILI Data) (One column of values)
X=load(Google search Data) (Multiple columns of values)

%% initialize output array %%
Y=zeros(1: end.of.predictions) (Initialize array to store predictions)

%% train model and produce predictions %%
CDC  standardize(CDC) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
X  standardize(X) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
model=LASSOroutine.fit(CDC[1 : training ] ⇠ X[1 : training ]) (Training: in-sample

model)
Y[1 : training ]=

LASSOroutine.predict(model, X[1 : training ])
(in-sample predictions)

Y[training + 1 : end .of .predictions]=
LASSOroutine.predict(model, X[training + 1 : end .of .predictions])

(produce out-of-sample predictions)
end



Supervised	machine	learning	examples:
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How	could	the	previous	approach	be	improved	with	the	
given	information?



Using Google searches to track diseases dynamically

begin

%% Load data %%
CDC=load(CDC ILI Data) (One column of values)
X=load(Google search Data) (Multiple columns of values)

%% initialize output arrays %%
Y=zeros(1:end.of.predictions) (Initialize array to store predictions)
coe�cients=zeros(1:end.of.predictions) (Initialize array to store coeffs)

%% train models and produce out-of-sample predictions %%
for i = training : end.of.predictions

CDC  standardize(CDC) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
X  standardize(X) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
model=LASSOroutine.fit(CDC[1 : i ] ⇠ X[1 : i ]) (Training: in-sample model )
coe�cients(i)  model(coe�cients)
Y(i + 1)=LASSOroutine.predict(model, X(i + 1)) (produce out-of-sample

predictions)
if(i == training)

Y[1:i ]=LASSOroutine.predict(model, X[1:i ]) in -sample predictions
end

end

end



Supervised	machine	learning	examples:
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Supervised	machine	learning	examples:

Dynamic	approach,	letting	the	training	set	expand	as	more	
information	becomes	available



How	could	the	previous	approach	be	improved?



Assumptions in	Google	Flu	Trends:

1. Number	of	(influenza-like)	ill	people	proportional	to	number	of	total
searches	of	(Influenza-like	illnesses)	related	terms



Assumptions in	Google	Flu	Trends:

1. Number	of	(influenza-like)	ill	people	proportional	to	number	of	total
searches	of	(Influenza-like	illnesses)	related	terms

We	do	not	know	which	terms!



Assumptions in	Google	Flu	Trends:

2.	 Relationship	between	search	volume	and	proportion	of	(influenza	
like)	ill	people	is	static (during	a	given	year).



Consequences:	Model	needed	constant	supervision	by	human	experts

a.	Human	experts needed	to	assess relevance	of	individual	search	
terms,

b.	Human Experts needed	to	recalculate relationship	between	total	
number	of	searches	and	ill	people,	and

c. It	is	bound	to	deliver	poor	predictions	at	some	point	in	the	near	
future!

Assumptions in	Google	Flu	Trends:

2.	 Relationship	between	search	volume	and	proportion	of	(influenza	
like)	ill	people	is	static (during	a	given	year).



New	model:

1. Each	search	term	may	contribute	to	prediction	of	ILI	rate	
separately	(multi-variate approach)

2. Relationship	between	search	volume	for	each	individual	term	
and	proportion	of	ill	people	is	dynamic and	should	be	found	
using	supervised	machine	learning	optimization	techniques.

Every	week	the	multiplicative	coefficients	(β’s)	would	be	automatically	
updated	by	expanding	the	training	set	(labeled	data)	as	new	information	

from	the	CDC	became	available.

We	proposed	an	alternative	method	and	tested	it	using	
low	quality	input	from	Google	Correlate	in	January	

2013.
(with	D.	Wendong Zhang)



Top	correlated	terms	to	CDC-reported	data	from	1/2004- 3/2009
(using	Google	Correlate)



In	October	2012	Google	decided	to	discontinue	updating
Google	Correlate	(it	was	Jan	2013)



In	October	2012	Google	decided	to	discontinue	updating
Google	Correlate	(it	was	Jan	2013)

We	used	even	lower	quality	data	from	Google	Trends	to	test	
methodology	in	2012-2013	recent	flu	season



First	week	after	being	published	online,	it	became	the	second	most	read	paper	in	
journal’s	history!		(After	a	paper	published	in	1998)





Santillana	et	al.	American	Journal	of	Preventive	Medicine,	2014;	47	(3)	pp 341-347



Santillana	et	al.	American	Journal	of	Preventive	
Medicine,	2014;	47	(3)	pp 341-347



Santillana	et	al.	American	Journal	of	Preventive	
Medicine,	2014;	47	(3)	pp 341-347















Google	Flu	Trends	heavily	criticized	in	a	paper	
published	by	Alex’s	research	team



1.	Lagged	(CDC-based)	models	capable	of	
outperforming	GFT.

2.	GFT	+	lagged	CDC	can	outperform	GFT	
(recalibrating	importance	of	GFT)

3.	Google	search	engine	itself	changed	86	
times	in	June	and	July	2012	potentially	
leading	to	changes		in	Google	search	
results	(independent	variable)

4.	Feedbacks	(recommended	search	terms	
depend	on	previous	searches)



We	recently	established	a	new	standard	by
Incorporating	historical	information	(via	autoregressive	terms)



We	assume	there	is	a	Hidden	Markov	model



















Let’s	work	on	writing	our	own	version	of	ARGO
Step-by-step

1. Download	Google	searches	input	file	from	the	website	“Google	
correlate”

2. Download	the	CDC	data	(gold	standard)	from	course	website
3. Repeat	dengue	exercise,	this	time	make	it	multi-variables	(build	a	static	

and	dynamic	version:	Santillana et	al,	2014,	AJPM)	
4. Add	historical	information	in	the	form	of	autoregressive	terms

5. Let’s	make	sure	you	succeed	on	Wed	morning.

6. If	you	need	assistance,	please	download	the	ARGO	package	from	course	
website



Using Google searches to track diseases dynamically

begin

%% Load data %%
CDC=load(CDC ILI Data) (One column of values)
X=load(Google search Data) (Multiple columns of values)

%% initialize output arrays %%
Y=zeros(1:end.of.predictions) (Initialize array to store predictions)
coe�cients=zeros(1:end.of.predictions) (Initialize array to store coeffs)

%% train models and produce out-of-sample predictions %%
for i = training : end.of.predictions

CDC  standardize(CDC) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
X  standardize(X) (Perhaps use a transform:z-score, logit)
model=LASSOroutine.fit(CDC[1 : i ] ⇠ X[1 : i ]) (Training: in-sample model )
coe�cients(i)  model(coe�cients)
Y(i + 1)=LASSOroutine.predict(model, X(i + 1)) (produce out-of-sample

predictions)
if(i == training)

Y[1:i ]=LASSOroutine.predict(model, X[1:i ]) in -sample predictions
end

end

end



And	on	Aug	20th,	2015



Google	discontinues	Flu	Trends	indefinitely!	





Our	team	at	Boston	Children’s	Hospital	now	has	
access	to	Google’s	search	volumes,	as	one	of	the	

exclusive	Google’s	partners.

We	are	creating	a	new	improved	disease	forecasting	
platform



Thanks	to	Sue	Aman,	Rachel	Chorney,	Jeff	Andre,	Andre	Nguyen,	John	Brownstein	and	Healthmap team!



Thank	you!

Contact:	msantill@fas.harvard.edu


